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1. Introduction   

1 This Non-Technical Summary (NTS) accompanies a planning application and environmental 

statement by CleanEarth (CE) to Highlands Council for full planning permission to develop a 

single wind turbine on land at Tacher A, Latheron, Caithness, KW5 6DX. The proposed 

turbine is centred on National Grid Reference ND 17243 47385 at an elevation of 

approximately 230m AOD (Above Ordnance Datum).  

 

2 CE look to develop sites that have a reduced environmental impact by considering proximity 

and visual amenity to ‘sensitive receptors’ (residential dwellings), noise, ecological 

constraints, existing infrastructure, and locally designated areas and features; whilst 

providing a clean supply of electricity to large consumers, significantly reducing their 

operational costs and carbon footprint. 

 

3 The proposed Tacher turbine will comprise of: ‘A single wind turbine of up to 150m to blade 

tip, along with associated infrastructure including a crane pad, access track, and electrical 

housing unit’. It should be noted that the proposal is for a fixed term of 30 years, at the 

end of which the development will be removed and the land reinstated back to its original 

condition. 

 
4 The site is far removed from residential properties, with the nearest uninvolved dwelling 

approximately 2.5km south from the turbine location. It is evident that there will be no 

significant flood risk on site, as the proposed location falls outside of any surface water 

flood risk zones, or river flood risk zones according to SEPA Flood Risk Mapping1. 

 
5 The proposed site location sits within an area of modified rough grazing pasture, primarily 

used for agricultural purposes. As the land has experienced extensive grazing, this has 

resulted in a very limited biodiversity value, and due to the proximity of nearby windfarm 

developments, the development has been determined to have a limited landscape impact, 

rendering the location suitable.  

 

6 The site sits just north of Tacher Cottage, in the Latheron parish, approximately 18km east 

of the nearest town of Wick. It has been sited and designed to be a single addition to the 

extensive wind farm developments in the area, including Bad A Cheo, Halsary and 

                                                
1 SEPA Flood Risk Map (2019). Available at: http://map.sepa.org.uk/floodmap/map.htm (Accessed 
22nd November 2019). 

http://map.sepa.org.uk/floodmap/map.htm
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Figure 1: Location of turbine in relation to existing schemes.  

Causeymire, with the closest operational turbine located approximately 345m away. It will 

be seen in the context of this windfarm landscape and as such result in minimal additional 

visual or landscape impact.  

 

7 The location of the proposed turbine has been selected to minimise all negative impacts on 

the locality; situating it as far from residential properties as possible and locating it close 

to the operational wind turbines already in situ, such that it is viewed as an addition (see 

figure 1). 
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2. The Proposed Development  

8 CE propose to install a single wind turbine with a maximum blade tip height up to 150m, 

with a 3-bladed rotor design, and associated infrastructure including a crane pad, access 

track, and electrical housing.  

9 The proposed turbine site is centred on grid reference ND 17243 47385.  

10 CE predict the turbine will generate over 14,479,809kWh per year. This is enough electricity 

generation to power over 3,106 homes in the Highlands2. 

 

11 The proposed turbine site has been extensively utilized for agricultural purposes, primarily 

pastoral grazing, and has been selected for wind turbine development due to the high 

available wind resource, the determination of the landscape as suitable for large turbine 

developments through consent of existing schemes, and the sparsely populated nature of 

the area. This results in minimal additional visual, and no significant noise impacts on 

residents in the surrounding area. The land adjacent, directly to the north, has been used 

to develop a number of large wind farms, including Bad A Cheo (13 x 112m turbines), 

Causeymire (21 x 101m turbines) and Halsary (15 x 120m turbines), establishing the 

suitability of this area for such development.   

 

12 The erection of the turbine will typically last 2-3 days. Within this period two cranes will be 

taken to and from site, the turbine components will be delivered via heavy goods vehicles 

(HGVs), and the turbine will be assembled. The proposed route follows existing public 

highways and would utilise existing tracks to, and onto, the site.  

 
13 A temporary crane hardstanding area approximately 1125m2 (45m × 25m) will be required 

for the tower, nacelle, hub, generator, and blade installation. The proposed development 

areas are illustrated in CE7152-BP-01A (Block Plan), and CE7152-LP-01A (Location Plan). 

When the wind turbine is fully installed and commissioned, the ground above the crane 

hardstanding area can be reinstated. The operational lifespan of the turbine is 30 years, 

after which the turbine will be decommissioned. This site will then be reinstated to its 

former state or to a condition agreed with Aberdeenshire Council.   

                                                
2 Sub-national and local authority electricity consumption 2017 figures (2019), BEIS, 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/766298/Sub-
national_electricity_consumption_statistics_2017.csv/preview (Accessed 25th September 2019) 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/766298/Sub-national_electricity_consumption_statistics_2017.csv/preview
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/766298/Sub-national_electricity_consumption_statistics_2017.csv/preview
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3. Energy & Planning Policy Appraisal  

14 The national policy context relating to this planning application for a wind turbine on the 

land at Tacher is described below. Other specific legislation and planning policy pertinent 

to the environmental studies required by the Highland Council to accompany and inform this 

supporting statement (noise, electro-magnetic interference, shadow flicker etc.) are 

provided in the respective technical sections of this document. 

 

15 It has been the policy of successive Governments since 1991 to stimulate the exploitation 

and development of renewable energy sources wherever they have prospects of being 

economically attractive and environmentally acceptable. Whilst this policy has its 

foundations in environmental imperatives, and in particular concerns about carbon dioxide 

emissions and climate change, more recently concerns about the security and diversity of 

national energy supply, and the need for sustainable development, have endorsed the 

policy.  

 

16 At a European level, the 2009 Renewables Directive placed an obligation on the UK to 

generate 15% of its total energy requirements (i.e. not just electricity) from renewable 

energy by 2020. In the UK, the Climate Change Act 2008 established a framework to place 

the UK on an economically credible path to achieving a reduction in CO2 levels to 80% of 

1990 levels by 2050. Following this, the Low Carbon Transition Plan was launched in 2009, 

setting out how the UK will meet these target reductions of 34% in carbon emissions by 2020, 

and detailing actions for individual sectors of the economy, including the target of 40% of 

electricity to be supplied by low carbon sources including renewables. In addition, the 2007 

Energy and Planning White Papers, and subsequent implementation of the 2008 Energy and 

Planning Acts developed frameworks and mechanisms to facilitate the consenting of national 

infrastructure projects that will contribute to the supply of energy from renewable sources. 

 

17 However, in November 2015 it was revealed that the UK is predicted to fall short of these 

legally binding EU obligations. This therefore brings about a greater sense of urgency in 

implementing renewable energy developments to meet these targets. 

 

18 In addition, the UK Government recently took a large, and progressive, step forward in 

committing to reduce emissions in the 2015 global climate agreement struck at the United 

Nations Conference on Climate Change in Paris, ratifying the agreement in November 2016. 
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This sets out a clear long-term goal of net zero emissions by the end of the century, where 

progress against this goal will be independently assessed in 2018 and every five years 

thereafter. This long-term goal sends a strong signal to investors, businesses, and policy-

makers about the shift to a low carbon economy. To date, 186 countries have ratified the 

Agreement, only emphasising the global movement towards climate action. 

 

19 Following this, this planning policy appraisal thus sets out the current legislation and 

guidance that is relevant to this single wind turbine proposal at Tacher A. The policy 

appraisal includes: 

• Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009; 

• Climate Change Plan 2018; 

• Proposals for a new Climate Change Bill; 

• Scottish Energy Strategy 2017; 

• The Government’s Programme for Scotland 2019-2020; 

• 10 Energy Pledges 2009; 

• 2020 Routemap for Renewable Energy – 2015 Update; 

• Onshore Wind Policy Statement 2017; 

• The First Minister’s speech at the UN Climate Change Conference 2017; 

• National Planning Framework for Scotland (NPF3) 2014; 

• Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) 2014; 

• Highlands Local Development Plan (2012)  

• Renewable Energy in the Context of the Application; and 

• Energy Balance. 

Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009 

20 The Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009 sets the strategic long term aims of the Scottish 

Government for climate change adaption and mitigation, creating the necessary legislative 

framework to pursue those aims. It obligates Scottish Ministers to ensure that the net 

Scottish emissions for 2050 is at least 80% lower than the 1990 baseline levels. In addition, 

it sets an interim 42% target in reduction by 2020 and requires Scottish Ministers to set 

annual targets in secondary legislation for Scottish emissions from 2010 to 2050. 

 

21 Under the Act, Scottish Government have set the most recent target of 66% emissions 

reduction for the period 2018 to 2032.  
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Climate Change Plan 2018 

22 As part of the Climate Change (Scotland) Act 2009, Scottish Ministers have to set annual 

targets, and publish reports setting out policies and proposals for meeting those targets. 

The Climate Change Plan was published in 2018 and sets out how Scottish Ministers intend 

to meet the emission reduction targets in the period 2018 to 2032. 

 

23 The Climate Change Plan reinforces Scottish Government’s commitment to a transition to a 

low carbon society; believing this is an essential investment for the future welfare of the 

people of Scotland, the economy, environment and for future generations. 

 

24 Scotland is leading the way in the transition to a low carbon society and is well on track to 

meet its 42% emissions reduction target by 2020. It is stated: 

‘Latest data on Scotland’s performance from the 2015 Greenhouse Gas Inventory show that 

Scotland’s actual emissions, including international aviation and shipping – unadjusted for 

the European Union Emissions Trading System (EU ETS) – fell by 3% between 2014 and 2015, 

and were 38% below 1990 emissions, compared with a reduction of 35% for the UK as a 

whole.’ 

 

25 In 2015, 17.8% of total Scottish energy consumption came from renewable sources – more 

than double that in 2009. In addition, in 2016, 42.9% of Scotland’s electricity was generated 

by renewables, predominantly onshore wind. Renewables also generated the equivalent of 

54% of Scotland’s electricity demand in 2016, from just over 12% in 2000; which means that 

the interim target of 50% by 2015 has been exceeded.  

 

26 The Plan acknowledges the impact of climate change, where average temperatures are 

already warmer than any other decade since records began in 1910. It therefore sets out 

Scottish Government’s aims to mitigate vulnerabilities caused by future changes, protect 

Scotland against emerging environmental risk and improve the country’s resilience, through 

transitioning to a low carbon economy.  

 

27 The Plan also makes clear that the referendum result of EU membership will not affect 

Scotland’s climate policy and calls on the forthcoming negotiations to consider climate 

policy in detail with a view to safeguarding Scotland’s key interests and maintaining its place 

as a progressive leader on climate action. 
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New Climate Change Bill 

28 The new Climate Change Bill was introduced to Parliament in May 2018 and looks to improve 

on the greenhouse gas emissions reduction targets set within the Climate Change (Scotland) 

Act 2009. It proposes to set targets based on actual emissions and will increase the 2050 

target to 90% emissions reduction. It will also make provisions for a net zero greenhouse gas 

emissions target to be set when evidence becomes available.  

The Government’s Programme for Scotland 2019-2020 

29 The Programme for Government 2019-2020 sets out bold commitments for a long-term 

investment in renewable energy, tackling child poverty, decarbonising homes and transport 

systems, and aims to continue Scotland’s role at the forefront of the global fight against 

climate change. Emphasis is placed on Scotland’s Green New Deal, an ambitious plan to 

achieve net zero carbon emissions, utilising a £3bn Green Investment Portfolio, to attract 

green finance to Scotland, and provide a coherent response to the climate emergency.  

 

30 The Programme emphasises that climate change is one of the most important global 

challenges of our time, and the Scottish Government commits to an approach to tackling 

climate change that makes sure Scotland not only continues to reduce its greenhouse gas 

emissions, but ensures it is resilient to climate change impacts.  

 
31 The programme sets out development regulations that mandate all new homes to draw 

energy from renewable or low carbon heat sources by 2024.  

 

32 The programme highlights the importance of tackling the climate emergency, with a 

commitment to a net zero carbon Scotland by 2045, extensive funding and support to be 

provided to projects like renewable energy generation and the implementation of innovative 

techniques to decarbonise Scotland. The Climate Change Bill, as mentioned previously, is 

the next step in Scotland’s low carbon transition, which introduces tougher targets and 

ensures Scotland plays its full part in in efforts to limit global temperature rise to well below 

2˚C above pre-industrial levels. It emphasises that the moral, scientific and economic case 

for increased global action on climate change is clear, and the Scottish Government is 

committed to achieving net-zero emissions of all greenhouse gases as soon as possible. 
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Onshore Wind Policy Statement 2017 

34 The Onshore Wind Policy Statement is focused on the dominant and hugely valuable role 

played by onshore wind in helping Scotland meet its energy targets. This means that Scottish 

Government must support development in the right places, and also ensure there is a route 

to market for the electricity generated. The Statement aims to include proposals designed 

to maintain the contribution of onshore wind to current energy targets, where Scottish 

Government expects onshore wind to ‘remain at the heart of a clean, reliable and low 

carbon energy future in Scotland’. 

 

35 It is again acknowledged in the Statement that onshore wind is a mature and established 

technology, is now amongst the lowest cost forms of generating electricity, renewable or 

otherwise. It states that ‘in order for onshore wind to play its vital role in meeting Scotland’s 

energy needs, and a material role in growing our economy, its contribution must continue 

to grow…This means that Scotland will continue to need more onshore wind development 

and capacity’. 

 

36 It states that new onshore wind projects can and must be developed at no additional subsidy 

cost to consumers and aims to ensure that consumers can benefit from the low-cost 

contribution onshore wind can make to a decarbonised energy future – but at no additional 

cost to their energy bills. To reiterate, this single wind turbine at Tacher A will be developed 

completely subsidy-free; hence accords with this aim. 

National Planning Framework for Scotland (NPF3) 2014 

37 The NPF is a long-term strategy for the spatial development of Scotland until 2030. NPF3 

brings together Scottish Government’s plans and strategies in economic development, 

regeneration, energy, environment, climate change, transport and digital infrastructure to 

provide a coherent vision of how Scotland should evolve over the next 20 to 30 years. 

Amongst the NPF’s wide-ranging advice it sets out the need for a strategy to reduce reliance 

on fossil fuels and emphasises not just the challenges in embracing a renewable and low 

carbon economy but also the wider benefits that this will bring.  

 

38 One of the four outcomes for planning is stated as making Scotland a low-carbon place, 

reducing its carbon emissions and adapting to climate change. Aberdeen and the northeast 
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is championed as the ‘energy capital of Europe’ which is well-placed to take advantage of 

its growing renewable energy sector. 

 

39 Section 3 reiterates Scotland’s aim to achieve at least an 80% reduction in greenhouse gas 

emissions by 2050, where planning will play a key role in delivering on these commitments. 

Paragraph 3.4 states that Scotland has a significant wind resource, with electricity 

generation from both onshore and offshore wind set to rise. Paragraph 3.8 sets out the aim 

to meet at least 30% of overall energy demand from renewables by 2020, with an interim 

target of 50% by 2015 – and Paragraph 3.9 goes on to state that Scotland’s wind resource 

needs to continue to be capitalised on. 

 
40 Work on the NPF 4 is currently underway and will notably ‘provide a spatial planning 

response to the Global climate emergency’ and ‘will help to radically accelerate reduction 

of emissions.’ At the time of writing it has not yet been released but is anticipated to further 

re-enforce and support Scotland’s position as a global leader in renewable energy 

generation.  

Scottish Planning Policy (SPP) 2014 

41 The purpose of the SPP is to set out national planning policies which reflect Scottish 

Ministers’ priorities for operation of the planning system and for the development and use 

of land. The SPP promotes consistency in the application of policy across Scotland whilst 

allowing sufficient flexibility to reflect local circumstances. 

 

42 Paragraph 17 of the SPP sets out that the planning system should ‘facilitate the transition 

to a low carbon economy, particularly by supporting diversification of the energy sector. 

The spatial strategy aims to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and facilitate adaptation to 

climate change.’ 

 

43 The SPP aims to set out how this should be delivered on the ground. It is stated that planning 

can support the transformational change required to meet emission reduction targets and 

influence climate change. 

 

44 The SPP introduces a presumption in favour of development that contributes to sustainable 

development, where the planning system should support economically, environmentally and 
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socially sustainable places by enabling development that balances the costs and benefits of 

a proposal over the longer term.  

 

45 Specific to Scotland’s low carbon aims, Paragraph 154 states: 

‘The planning system should: 

• support the transformational change to a low carbon economy, consistent with 

national objectives and targets, including deriving: 

 30% of overall energy demand from renewable sources by 2020; 

 11% of heat demand from renewable sources by 2020; and 

 the equivalent of 100% of electricity demand from renewable sources by 

2020; 

• support the development of a diverse range of electricity generation from 

renewable energy technologies – including the expansion of renewable energy 

generation capacity – and the development of heat networks; and 

• guide development to appropriate locations and advise on the issues that will be 

considered when specific proposals are being assessed.’ 

 

46 The SPP calls on planning authorities to set out in the development plan a spatial framework 

identifying areas likely to be most appropriate for onshore wind farms as a guide for 

developers and communities, identifying areas with the greatest potential for wind 

development. The SPP lays out in Paragraph 169 the key considerations for energy 

infrastructure developments to consider when putting forward proposals. 

 

Highland Local Development Plan (LDP) 2012 

47 The Highland Council adopted the LDP on 5th April 2012. The LDP sets out a balanced strategy 

to support the growth of all communities across Highland. It aims to ensure that new 

development is directed to places with sufficient infrastructure to accommodate and 

support sustainable development. LDP recognising that the important issues of climate 

change and carbon reduction need to be accounted for.  

 

48 To align itself with the objective of the SDP in taking on the challenges of sustainable 

development and climate change, the LDP introduces policies to encourage the reduction 

of greenhouse gases released into the air and to limit the amount of non-renewable 
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resources in order to adapt to the effects of climate change. These aims will be met by 

ensuring the development of renewable energy resources through effective and clear 

guidance.  

 

49 The proposed site falls within an area where large scale wind development has been 

approved and deemed acceptable by both the Highlands Council and the Planning 

Inspectorate, setting a precedent for further large wind development. From the Landscape 

Capacity Study, the proposed turbine location (figure 2) appears to fall within Group 3 

‘areas with potential for wind farm development’ demonstrating the suitability of the 

site, as laid out in Highlands Council Guidance.  

 

50 The Highland LDP acknowledges that ‘climate change is possibly the greatest challenge 

facing the world today’, therefore policies and decisions such as promoting energy 

generation by renewable sources are required. 
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        Figure 2. Spatial Framework for Highland onshore wind energy development. 

 

51 It can therefore be said that the proposed development falls within an area deemed suitable 

for wind turbines in principle, and therefore accords with local policy in this respect. 

 
 

  

Proposed Turbine 
Location 
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Renewable Energy in the Context of the Application 

52 CE expects that the wind turbine will make the following contributions to national energy 

and environmental policies: 

• The proposed wind turbine at Tacher will save around 4,015 metric tonnes of 

carbon each year, compared to the equivalent fossil fuel production (depending 

on the UK energy mix at any one time); 

• The turbine is expected to generate over 14,479,809kWh a year, enough to power 

approximately 3,106 Highland homes3; 

• The Tacher wind turbine, with an installed capacity of up to 4.3MW, will contribute 

to legally binding government targets for renewable electricity generation and 

emissions reductions; and 

• The generation of renewable energy will contribute to the diversity and security 

of the UK’s electricity supply.  

                                                
3 Sub-national and local authority electricity consumption 2017 figures (2019), BEIS, 
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/766298/Sub-
national_electricity_consumption_statistics_2017.csv/preview (Accessed 25th September 2019) 

https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/766298/Sub-national_electricity_consumption_statistics_2017.csv/preview
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/766298/Sub-national_electricity_consumption_statistics_2017.csv/preview
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4.    Landscape and Visual Impact  

53 Impact on the landscape and visual receptors is one of the facets of wind turbine 

development that most affects people in the local and wider landscape area. In order to 

assess the potential impact of this wind turbine on the landscape and sensitive visual 

receptors, Galpin Landscape Architecture Consultants have been commissioned to produce 

a Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment (LVIA).  

54 The purpose of the LVIA is to identify and outline the existing landscape character and visual 

amenity receptors within the study area and to assess the potential magnitude of impact 

and level of effect, including their significance, on these receptors as a result of the 

proposed development.  

55 The proposal is for one single turbine with a 3-bladed rotor design of a height of up to 150m 

to blade tip on land at Tacher A, Latheron, Caithness, KW5 6DX. 

 

56 The LVIA and cumulative study area has been defined as a 10km radius from the proposed 

wind turbine location as agreed with the Highland Council and in line with guidance.  

 

57 The land type within the site comprises vast sweeping areas of moorland and flows, which 

is a common feature in the surrounding area. There are a number of existing turbine 

developments north of Tacher. These include the Bad A Cheò, Causeymire and Achlachan 

Wind Farms. These are dominant elements in the landscape and the predominant landscape 

character in this location is moorland with wind turbines and pylons.   

 
58 Within close proximity of the site, residential development is limited to a very small number 

of dispersed properties/farmsteads linked by the A9 and minor roads, which extend across 

the moorland. There are no occupied properties within 2km of the proposed development.  

 

59 The proposed turbine is not within a landscape designation and therefore there are no 

constraints on the immediate site that relate to the immediate landscape character of the 

site.  

 

60 The additional visibility from the turbine, when taking into account the existing viewshed 

of Bad A Cheò, Causeymire and Halsary, will be minimal. 
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61 Consideration was also given to the proposed turbine’s association with the existing Bad A 

Cheò, Halsary and Causeymire turbines. Whilst the proposed turbine would have a higher 

overall elevation than some of the existing Bad A Cheò and Halsary turbines, it would be 

located on lower ground than a number of these turbines, ensuring a close association with 

the existing schemes. Furthermore, due to the proximity and placement of the proposed 

turbine, additional visibility would be minimal, and, as shown by the provided 

photomontages, the addition would be difficult to distinguish from most of the selected 

viewpoints.  

 
62 Construction activities which have the potential to affect the landscape character, any 

effects on the landscape character during the construction phase would be temporary for 

a short duration.  Therefore, the short-term and temporary nature of the construction 

activities on the landscape character would be Low.  

 

63 The proposed turbine would be located in a suitable area with high winds, open space and 

the fairly flat landform. The presence of existing wind turbines has already established the 

use of this landscape for wind energy. 

 
64 The proposed turbine is at an appropriate size (similar to existing adjacent wind turbines) 

and would therefore be in proportion to the large-scale landscape. Furthermore, the 

proposed turbine would be located in a ‘clearly ordered manner’ in line with the existing 

wind turbines and the A9 main road. 

 
65 The effect of the proposed turbine on the Landscape Character Type 134 - Sweeping 

Moorland and Flows – Caithness and Sutherland would be Low – with ‘direct change to 

landscape components/character over a very localised area’.  

 

66 Overall the effect of the proposed turbine on the landscape character would be Low near 

to the proposed turbine, and beyond the proposed site, it would have a Negligible 

magnitude of change on the landscape character. Furthermore, the proposal would have no 

significant impact on any landscape designations, core paths, national parks, country parks 

or gardens, or any key tourist destinations. 

 

67 The short-term temporary nature of the construction activities on the views of the visual 

receptors would ensure that the overall effects would be Low.  
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68 The assessment has identified key views from a range of viewpoints towards the proposed 

site with degrees of significance ranging between Moderate (within 2km) to Slight (within 

8km). From all viewpoints with a noted moderate degree of significance, views of the 

extensive wind farm developments would already be present, and the proposed 

development would be seen in line with these developments as an addition in the forefront 

or backdrop, greatly limiting additional visual impact on these receptors.  

 
69 The noted cumulative effect with the addition of the proposed turbine and the existing wind 

turbines is considered to have a Low magnitude of change.  

 
70 It is evident that the extent of the landscape and visual effects attributable to the proposed 

turbine is very limited owing to site selection and the design process. As such, the site, and 

the surrounding landscape, is considered to have the capacity to accommodate the proposed 

development. 
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5.    Ecology  

 

Habitat and Protected Species Surveys 

71 LUC was appointed by Clean Earth Energy to prepare a terrestrial ecological baseline report 

to inform an Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) of a proposed wind turbine at Tacher 

A, near Dunbeath, Caithness. The survey was commissioned to identify any potential 

ecological constraints to the site from the proposed construction of a single turbine and 

access track.    

 

72 The turbine and its infrastructure sit within a low-lying, relatively level area of rough grazing 

pasture between the A9, to the east, and the Little River, to the west.   

 

73 Based on the generally extensive nature of the Study Area’s saturated agricultural pastures, 

it’s potential value for protected species was very low, however nearby watercourses, 

primarily the Little River and its tributaries were considered suitable for otter, water vole 

and badger. However, despite the suitability of available habitat, no evidence of either 

Otter or Water Vole was recorded during surveys. Additionally, due to the distance between 

the Little River, where both species have historically been found, and the proposed 

development, alongside use best practice guidance during the construction of the scheme, 

no significant impact on either of these species is expected.   

 

74 No evidence of protected species was identified during field surveys. It is considered that 

the distance of the proposed development from the Little River makes it highly likely that 

appropriate mitigation measures will result in no significant effects arising from 

construction works. 

 

75 Due to extensive agricultural pressures on the surrounding habitat of the proposed 

development site, in addition to the historic introduction of drains and peat cutting, the 

value of the habitat is considered to be low. As such, in its current form, impact from the 

proposed development is considered to be insignificant.  

 

Ornithology Surveys 

76 Natural Research (Projects) Ltd (NRP) were appointed by Clean Earth Energy to prepare a 

report based on the ornithological survey work undertaken at the site of the proposed 
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Tacher A Wind Turbine (hereafter referred to as the ‘proposed Development’) between April 

2019 and August 2019 allowing a full breeding season to be completed.  

 

77 The site is not statutorily designated at international or national levels for ornithological 

interests, however the nearest Special Protection Area (SPA) is the Caithness and Sutherland 

Peatlands SPA and Ramsar site, components of which lie adjacent on the eastern and 

western sides of the proposed Development. The proposed development is at least 9 km 

from the closest components of the Caithness Lochs SPA and Ramsar site. 

 

78 These sites include a number of species as their qualifying interest including non-breeding 

Greenland white-fronted goose, greylag goose and whooper swan; breeding hen harrier, 

merlin, greylag goose, black-throated and red-throated divers, common scoter and a 

number of waders and other species (including breeding herring gull, great black-backed 

gull and peregrine) which may fly over or use the development area. 

 

79 Overall, as there is very little activity within the proposed development by any SPA 

species, effects on designated sites in the area, including the Caithness and Sutherland 

Peatlands, Caithness Lochs SPA, East Caithness Cliffs SPA and Ramsar sites are considered 

to be insignificant.  

 

80 Due to the noted very low activity within the site area of key bird species, the risk of 

collision for all bird species, with the exception of herring gull, during operation of the 

turbine, is so minimal that it can be considered to be negligible, and as such, insignificant.  

 

81 The only collision analysis completed was for the herring gull. A predicted collision rate for 

herring gulls is 0.92 birds annually, an equivalent of 0.14% of the population of the 

neighbouring Caithness and Sutherland Peatlands SPA/Ramsar, a level considered to also be 

negligible, and thus insignificant. 

 
 

82 Overall, it has been found that no significant impacts on protected species, ornithology, 

designated sites or habitats are expected as a result of this development.  
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6.    Archaeological and Historic Environment  

83 A Walkover Survey and Setting Assessment has been carried out by AOC Archaeology Group 

to assess the potential impacts of the proposed development upon the setting of designated 

heritage assets. The aim of the assessment is to identify the cultural heritage value of the 

site proposed for development. 

 

84 The assessment addresses designated heritage assets within 5km of the proposed turbine 

and non-designated heritage assets within 1km of the proposed turbine and aims to consider 

the potential impact of the scheme upon each identified asset. It also assesses the 

archaeological and cultural heritage significance of the land on which the development Is 

proposed. 

 

85 The setting assessment indicates that in most instances impacts upon the setting of 

designated assets would result in Negligible levels of effect and effects would certainly be 

no more than Neutral. These impacts are not deemed to be significant. Given the proposed 

location of the turbine in relation to the designated heritage assets and existing turbines it 

is judged that the turbine would not result in any material change of the current setting of 

the designated heritage assets considered. The cultural significance of the assets would not 

be compromised by the erection of the turbine and no mitigation for indirect effects is 

deemed necessary. 

 

86 No known heritage assets have been identified as being impacted by the proposed 

development, there is judged to be a Low potential for modern remains to survive on site 

and there is judged to be a Low potential for medieval remains to survive on site.  

 

87 In conclusion, the assessment found that the proposed turbine would not directly impact 

any heritage assets, nor compromise the current setting of other designated heritage assets 

considered.  
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7.    Noise  

 
88 A full noise assessment has been completed for the proposed wind turbine by inAcoustic. 

The assessment considers noise as a result of the proposed wind turbine. This report details 

the calculation and assessment of the impact of the proposed wind turbine at the nearest 

noise sensitive receptors.  

 

89 The noise assessment was undertaken according to the methods stipulated in The Energy 

Technology Support Unit (ETSU) report ETSU-R-97 ‘The Assessment & Rating of Noise from 

Wind Turbines’. This ETSU report sets out nationally recognised standards and is used for all 

wind turbine and wind farm applications across the UK.    

 
90 Detailed sound calculations have also been undertaken using ISO9613 (Acoustics – 

Attenuation of sound during propagation outdoors) and the Institute of Acoustics’ Good 

Practice Guide, to predict wind turbine sound levels at the closest noise-sensitive receptors. 

 
91 The calculations are based on the apparent sound power levels for the Siemens SWT-130-DD 

wind turbine, as given in a report prepared by Siemens Gamesa GmbH.   

 

92 The apparent sound power levels for the Siemens SWT-130-DD wind turbine can be seen 

below in Table 1.  
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Table 1: Apparent Sound Levels for the SWT130. 

 

 
93 A summary of the nearest residential noise sensitive receptors, relative to the proposed 

turbine, can be seen below in Table 2. 

Table 2: Nearest Residential Noise Sensitive Receptors to the Proposed Development. 

 

94 Table 3 details the ETSU-R-97 noise limits for each of the residential receptors listed. 
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Table 3: Cumulative Noise Limits. 

 

 

95 Table 4 and 5 detail the difference (margin) between predicted noise immission levels 

at non-financially involved properties and financially involved properties alike. A 

negative margin indicates that the predicted noise level is below the noise limit. 

 

Table 4: Margin Between Predicted Noise Levels and Noise Limits at Non-Financially Involved Properties. 

 

Table 5: Margin Between Predicted Noise Levels and Noise Limits at Financially Involved Properties. 

 
 

96 As Table 4 and 5 show, worst-case noise levels due to the Development are below the 

set noise limits applicable to the Development.  

 

97 Therefore, noise due to the Development has been shown to be compliant with the 

requirements of ETSU-R-97. 
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98 The comprehensive noise assessment concludes that the wind turbine noise level is well 

below the criteria given in ETSU-R-97.  

 

99 The proposed wind turbine therefore complies comfortably with all relevant guidance 

on noise, and as such, noise should not be considered a constraint in deciding the 

outcome of this planning application.  
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8.  Hydrology, Hydrogeology and Geology 

 

100 This chapter has been undertaken by Fluid Environmental Consulting (Fluid) and assesses 

the potential hydrogeological, hydrological and geological impacts of the proposed wind 

turbine at Tacher Farm, approximately 13km north of the village of Latheron, Caithness, 

Scotland.   

 

101 The assessment identifies the potential effects of the scheme and assesses the significance 

of these effects based on the magnitude of the effect and the sensitivity of the receptor(s). 

Impacts are assessed based on the risk of: sedimentation and erosion; pollution; alteration 

of natural drainage patterns, runoff volumes and rates; flood risk; and alteration of the 

geological environment through the disturbance of peat. Mitigation, management and 

monitoring measures are then discussed and the residual effects relevant to geology, 

hydrology and hydrogeology determined.  

 

102 The study area encompasses the whole of the development area and a wider area essentially 

related to the surface water catchments connected to the site. 

 
103 The magnitude and significance of potential effects was assessed, covering sedimentation/ 

erosion, pollution and alteration to natural drainage patterns. This was completed as 

quantitatively as possible for individual infrastructure to allow each to be considered 

separately. Prior to specific additional mitigation, over and above best practice techniques, 

there is the potential for effects of Minor to Major significance to occur in regard to 

hydrology and peat resource. To reduce these effects a peat management plan was 

developed to demonstrate that any excavated peat could be reused appropriately on site.  

 

104 In addition, a site-specific Construction Method Statement will be produced, and the design 

of all new water crossings will be finalised with the relevant authority and appropriate 

consents or licences obtained before construction.   

 

105 With the additional mitigation and management plans in place, the significance of the 

residual effects of the proposal on the hydrology, hydrogeology and geology of the site would 

be Minor. 
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9.  Electro Magnetic Interference (EMI) and Aviation  

106 Scottish Planning Policy (2014) states that proposals for energy infrastructure developments 

should always take into consideration impacts on aviation and defence interests, and 

impacts on telecommunications and broadcasting installations, particularly ensuring that 

transmission links are not compromised. 

 

107 The following telecommunications and aviation organisations listed in Table 6 below have 

been consulted: 

Table 6: Responses from telecommunications and aviation organisations that have been consulted 

Consultee 
Date of 

Consultation 
Initiated 

Date of 
Consultation 

Received 
Consultation Response 

Ofcom 01/11/2019 15/11/2019 No objection  

Atkins Global 01/11/2019 07/11/2019 No objection 

Joint Radio Company 

(JRC) 

01/11/2019 04/11/2019 No objection 

Ministry of Defence 

(MOD) 

01/11/2019 No reply  No reply  

 

108 Due to the positive consultation responses received, CE are confident that the proposed 

turbine is unlikely to adversely impact telecommunication links. The turbine can be fitted 

with MoD-accredited visible or infrared aviation safety lighting should this be deemed 

necessary, so as to mitigate any low-flying concerns. 
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10.  Shadow Flicker 

109 Under certain combinations of geographical position and time of day, properties in the local 

vicinity to the turbine may be affected by shadow flicker. Concerns have been expressed 

that the stroboscopic effects of shadow flicker may induce epilepsy or similar symptoms. 

However, the operating speed of the blades on the proposed wind turbine would cause 

shadow flicker at a substantially lower frequency range than that considered to induce 

photosensitive epilepsy. As a result, there are no predicted adverse health effects of the 

development caused by shadow flicker. 

 

110 Guidance on shadow flicker states that properties within a radius of 10 times the rotor 

diameter centred on the turbine may be affected by shadow flicker. The turbine selected 

for this study is the Siemens-DD-130 turbine which has a rotor diameter of 130m, therefore 

a study area of 1300m has been used. The shadow flicker effects beyond this distance can 

be considered insignificant.  

 

111 As standard industry practice dictates, it has been assumed that each house within the study 

area has a window of 1m x 1m, located at the nearest point of the house to the turbine and 

positioned at a height-to-centre of 2m above ground level directly facing each of the 

proposed wind turbine. This will have the effect of creating a worst-case scenario. The site 

has not been surveyed for the purposes of this assessment.  

 

112 There is one residential property that falls within the test area of 1300m. From the model 

provided, it is clear that this property will not be impacted by shadow flicker and would 

experience 0 hours of flicker annually.  

 

113 The nearby existing turbines in the area are at significant distances to not incur any shadow 

flicker at any of the nearby residential properties. Consequently, there is no possibility of 

cumulative shadow flicker occurring due to the addition of this turbine. 

 

114 To conclude, the shadow flicker modelling of the houses within 1300m of the wind turbine 

has shown that none of the properties experience shadow flicker. With all other properties 

beyond the 1300m radius, they will not experience shadow flicker from the proposed 

turbine.  
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11. Transport   

115 CE have completed a Construction Transport Management Plan (CTMP), which shows the 

impacts associated with the construction of the proposed single wind turbine. The only 

significant impact is due to the movement of Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs) during the 

construction phase of the main building blocks to construct the wind turbine. That said, the 

impact associated with the transport and construction of this single wind turbine is modest 

in scale and duration. 

 

116 The turbine components and ancillary construction plant will be transported by road using 

the strategic and local highway network. Whilst the exact details of the route along the 

strategic highway network have not been finalised, it is likely that the route into the 

Highlands will be along the A9 corridor. 

 

117 It is likely that the wind turbine will be delivered from the A9 from Inverness Port, heading 

north. The route will continue for 154.87km before turning left and entering agricultural 

land. From here, existing on-site tracks will be used to access the turbine location, with a 

short stretch of new access track being constructed with the turbine field. Sections of the 

main highways may require use of the full width of the carriageway for long loads and hence 

such loads would require a police escort. 

 

118 For the installation of this turbine, there will be a total number of 16 HGV movements for 

the main components and a small number of normal construction vehicle movements. 

 

119 It is recognised that the delivery of these building blocks will require careful thought and 

planning. Additionally, due to the nature of the size of the components for each building 

block, a pre-determined route and time should be arranged so that minimal disruption is 

caused. 

 

120 The potential impact of the HGV traffic associated with the proposed wind turbine 

construction should, because of the scale and duration, have minimal impact and cause 

minimal disruption to other road users in the local area while this is in progress. All 

removal of traffic furniture will be temporary, and fully reinstated following the 

installation. 
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12. Public Consultation  

121 Although there is no statutory requirement in Scotland to hold public consultations for 

developments under 20MW, CE feel that it is important to meet members of the community 

before submitting an application, so they are informed about the proposal and have an 

opportunity to ask questions or seek further clarity about any aspect of the proposal. 

 

122 A public consultation was held on Wednesday 24th September 2019 at Mackays Hotel, Wick, 

KW1 5ED. The aims of the public consultation were: 

• To provide members of the community with information about the proposed 

turbine; 

• To measure support and opposition to this proposed turbine; and 

• To hear the local community’s suggestions on how the proposal could be improved.  

123 The primary means of consultation took the form of an open public consultation event held 

on Tuesday, 24th September 2019 between 4:00-7:00pm at Mackays Hotel, Wick, KW1 5ED. 

 

124 Public notices for the public consultation event were placed in the John O’Groat Journal 

and in the Caithness Courier newspaper on Wednesday 11th September and Friday 20th 

September. 

 

125 To ensure local residents were aware of the public consultation event, CE delivered 

invitations two weeks before the event to all properties within 3km of the site that may be 

impacted by the proposed turbine development, and to properties on the periphery of this 

3km radius to ensure anyone potentially impacted by the development was notified. In total, 

6 invitations were delivered.  

 

126 Email invitations were sent to the four ward councillors of the area, Cllr Bremner, Cllr 

Mackay, Cllr A Sinclair and Cllr N Sinclair. An email invitation was also sent to the members 

of Latheron, Lybster and Clyth Community Council.  

 
127 As a final means of advertisement, a project web page was also launched on CE’s live 

projects website, displaying relevant information on public consultation events4. 

 

                                                
4 https://cleanearthenergy.com/projects/tacher-highlands-of-scotland/ 
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128 The aim of the consultation was for CE to communicate the proposed development to 

members of the local community and provide them with an opportunity to discuss views, 

opinions and concerns. Members of the public were also encouraged to register their 

attendance on a ‘sign-in form’ on entrance and complete a ‘questionnaire’ on exit. 

 
129 The exhibition itself included around 20 display panels as well as documents laid out on 

tables which provided detailed information on the proposal as follows: 

 

• proposed turbine location plan, and location relative to the existing wind turbines at Bad a 

Cheo; 

• proposed site layout plan; 

• turbine elevation plan; 

• proposal details; 

• photomontages of the proposed turbine; 

• zone of theoretical visibility maps for the proposal; 

• draft technical documents to be submitted with the planning application, including 

assessments for landscape, heritage, ecology, shadow flicker, and noise; 

• governing global, EU, Scottish and Local Policy supporting this proposal; and 

• the key criteria to satisfy in the planning process. 

 

130 Every effort was made to notify members of the community about the public consultation 

event on the 24th September 2019; CE invited all local residents within, and on the periphery 

of, 3km of the site and important local bodies to the event, and arranged for advertisements 

in the John O’Groat Journal and Caithness Courier newspaper for two weeks prior. In total, 

four people attended the public consultation event, who all completed questionnaires. 

 

131 A proactive approach was used to ensure that all interested parties had the appropriate 

platforms in which they could raise their concerns, whilst also ensuring all questions and 

queries were answered at the event. Furthermore, the project webpage and project-specific 

email address will remain live throughout the planning process through which local residents 

can continue to ask questions should they arise. 

 
132 Overall, the proposal received an entirely positive response from attendees. In total, 100% 

of respondents supported the proposal and none stated they were neutral to the proposal. 

It can therefore be said all respondents have no concerns about the proposal and were in 

support. 100% of respondents agreed that grouping renewable energy projects together in 
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one area, such as in this proposal, was a good approach, and subsequently agreed that the 

location of this proposal at Tacher A, Latheron is an acceptable location for the 

development. 
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13.  Conclusion  

133 This Non-Technical Summary has identified and outlined a wide range of possible significant 

effects on the environment from the proposed wind turbine, and demonstrates that the 

proposed single wind turbine on land at Tacher A:  

• Is in line with national guidance and is supported by national, regional and local 

policy on renewable energy and sustainable development; 

• Will not give rise to significant additional landscape and visual impact, due to its 

siting close to the existing Bad A Cheo Wind Farm such that it would be seen as a 

single addition; 

• Will not adversely impact any habitats or species of nature conservation 

importance; 

• Will have no adverse impacts on heritage assets and their settings; 

• Will meet all noise criteria given in ETSU-R-97; 

• Will not adversely impact hydrology, with application of the appropriate mitigation 

measures; 

• Will not adversely impact telecommunication links; 

• Will produce no shadow flicker on the residents of the properties located nearest 

to the proposed wind turbine; 

• Will not have a significant impact on transportation networks; and 

• Is entirely well-received by all local residents who attended the Public Consultation 

Event. 

134 This NTS and accompanying Environmental Statement has not established any exceptional 

circumstances that outweigh the legislation and planning policy relevant to this renewable 

energy development. Therefore, this planning application for a single wind turbine at Tacher 

A should be granted planning permission, allowing the development to contribute to the 

national and local targets to produce renewable energy and contribute to the security of 

the UK’s energy market. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Purchase Options  

Copies of this Non-Technical Summary (NTS) can be purchased direct from Clean Earth from 
the address provided below, email (tacher@cleanearthenergy.com) or phone (01208895576) 
for £150 (printed) or £100 (digital).  

mailto:tacher@cleanearthenergy.com
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